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Available Master thesis/Projects at the PLASTICITY NEUROELECTRONICS (PLASTRONICS) LAB
Project 3:
Investigating neuronal functional consequences of environmental enrichment using a high-density CMOS-chip
biosensors
The project explores the application of large-scale bioelectrical recordings using CMOS-MEA biosensors1 to
investigate the impact of environmental stimulation and enrichment2 on the brain functions. The hippocampus
in adult brains generates new neurons throughout life with no clear evidence for the primary purpose and how
this would impact the information processing of the existing brain network. The aim is to perform bioelectrical
imaging based on recording from acute brain slices, the extracellular field potentials generated by the
superposition of local transmembrane currents passing through multiple neurons. To achieve that, the student
will exploit the high spatiotemporal resolution capability of our complementary metal oxide semi-conductor
multi-electrode array CMOS-MEA based monolithic chip combined with wild-type mice exposed to 6 weeks
environmental enrichment3 (i.e., a large multicompartment mouse housing unit including toys and tunnels that
showed to induce the generation of new neurons in the dentate gyrus of the adult hippocampal formation). The
project aims to characterize simultaneous large-scale hippocampal processing microcircuits in spanning spatial
scales from single neurons up to the entire slice network upon environmental enrichment.
Project field:
Neuroscience, bioengineering, biosensors, adult-neurogenesis, and electrophysiology
Project requirements:
knowledge in neurobiology, extracellular electrophysiology, data analysis, and signal processing.
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Project 4:
Decoding the rejuvenating hippocampal microcircuit to assess the contribution of adult-neurogenic
information processing
The project exploits the combination of high-resolution chip-based technology1, and chemogenetics (i.e.using
Designer Receptors Exclusively Activated by Designer Drugs - DREADDs)2 to investigate encoded information by
newly generated neurons in a Cdk4/cyclinD1 (4D) mouse model3 that showed the expansion of the neural stem
cell in the developing cortex and adult hippocampus. This unique technology combination will provide answers
to how and why new neurons change brain circuitry, activity, and hippocampal network responses and function,
causing positive gain on cognitive behaviors. The goal of a 6-8 month student project is to learn the recording of
large-scale neuronal firing activity using CMOS-MEAs. Then, employing chemogenetic circuit manipulation (i.e.,
activate and silence only the new-born labeled neurons in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampal formation) and
record the neuronal response from 4096-microelectrode array simultaneously. Finally, analyze the recorded data
sets (before and after circuit modulation) to infer the spatiotemporal dynamic changes in the hippocampal circuit
in 4D and wild-type mouse models.
Project field:
Neuroscience, bioengineering, biosensors, circuit manipulation (chemogenetics), electrophysiology
Project requirements:
knowledge in Neurobiology, and neurophysiology/electrophysiology, data analysis, and signal processing
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